Greek Council

April 4th, 2014

Open meeting @ 7:04pm

Motion to Pass Minutes: KOI

Attendance: Everyone Present

Alternate Senator: None

Senator:

- Red Cross and History club are selling bracelets when we come back from break
- Campus Pride is now recognized through Senate
- If you want to join Delhi Health and fitness club they will be meeting in Smith lounge at 8pm
- Senate is trying to vote to derecognize DETV and Photography Club
  - Motion to derecognize DETV
    2nd: DOE
    All in Favor: SOE, MIU, KOI, ZDT, UDE, ZPO, TKE, TRI-AT, LIU, LAU, KSE, OXO
    Opposed: None
    Abstentions: DOE, TDX, BKX, BDE
  - Motion to derecognize Photography Club
    2nd: LAU
    All in Favor: SOE, MIU, KOI, ZDT, UDE, ZPO, LIU, LAU, OXO
    Opposed: DOE
    Abstentions: TRI-AT, TDX, BKX, BDE, TKE, KSE
- Due to current enrollment projections, budgets will remain flat

Sergeant of Arms: Absent

Community Service Rep:

- UDE won community service for the month of March
- April 17th and 18th in the Art room from 5-8pm will be the making of the unity banner. Please email Obi at OI1@live.delhi.edu with the three people that will participate.
Treasurer:

- If there is no green sheet signed and approved, you cannot get PO
- DOE account is in the negative

Secretary:

- Spring break is April 5th-13th, residence halls close at 10am on the 5th and reopen 12noon on the 13th
- Orientation leader application are up and deadline is April 18th, 2014
- Get housing deposit paid in order to be in housing selection
- Fall and Summer classes registration started, so sign up for your classes
- Full family is April 24th
- CONGRATS TO ALL THE NEOS OF SPRING 14

Vice President: None

President:

- Get home safe and have a great break
- Full family is April 24th 2014, Pictures will be taking at 6pm; PLEASE BE ON TIME and Greek Council starts at 7pm
- We are holding nominations for all positions on Greek council E-board when we get back from break

Advisor:

- Greek ID cards are due today and when we get back from break
- Toms order is in, 65 people ordered toms
- There has been complaints about Laundry rooms have been dirty, Please be mindful
- Greek Council will not open up for recognition unless we drop down to 14 organizations on campus
- Nominations and speeches will be on April 17th and elections will be on April 24th at Full Family
- Winners for the St Patrick’s parade
  - BEST BANNER: LIU
  - BEST FLOAT: TRI-AT

Greeks of the Week: Greek Reps and E-Board

Events Committee:

- Need Greek Banquet Rosters; make sure Neos are included
• Please email me all of the sisters and brothers that are graduating this upcoming May at Np22@live.delhi.edu
• Greek Week is April 28-May 3rd and May 4th is Greek Banquet
  o Theme for Greek Banquet is: PROM
• Everything is Greek Sheeted for Greek Week

Finance Committee:

• Thanks to everyone for emailing me their schedules
  Email: JS129@live.delhi.edu

Standards and Traditions Committee: Absent

Recognition and Retention: None

Community Service Committee: None

Old Business:

1. Motion re-open strike of minimum active members in good standing
   a. 2nd DOE
   b. All in favor: BDE, BKX, ZPO, ZDT, TKE, TDX, TRI-AT, MIU, LIU, OXO, KSE, UDE, SOE
   c. Opposed: DOE AND KOI
   d. Abstentions: LAU

2. Motion to re-open strike through associate status in article 3, section 1b
   a. 2nd LIU
   b. All in favor: BDE, BKX, ZPO, ZDT, TDX, TRI-AT, MIU, LIU, OXO, KSE, UDE, SOE, LAU
   c. Opposed DOE, KOI AND TKE
   d. Abstentions: None

3. Motion to re-open strike through associate in article 3, section 2d
   a. 2nd KSE
   b. All in favor: BDE, BKX, ZPO, ZDT, TKE, TDX, TRI-AT, MIU, LIU, OXO, KSE, UDE, SOE
c. Opposed DOE AND KOI

d. Abstentions None

4. **Motion to re-open strike through associate in article 3, section 3d**
   a. 2nd BDE
   b. All in favor: BDE, BKX, ZPO, ZDT, TKE, TDX, TRI-AT, LAU, LIU, OXO, KSE, UDE, SOE, MIU
   c. Opposed DOE AND KOI
   d. Abstentions None

5. **Motion to re-open strike through article 3, section 4a2**
   a. 2nd OXO
   b. All in favor: BDE, BKX, ZPO, ZDT, TKE, TDX, TRI-AT, LAU, LIU, OXO, KSE, UDE, SOE
   c. Opposed DOE AND KOI
   d. Abstentions MIU

6. **Motion to re-open strike through associate in article 3, section 4b1**
   a. 2nd TDX
   b. All in favor: BDE, BKX, ZPO, ZDT, TKE, TDX, TRI-AT, LAU, LIU, OXO, KSE, UDE, SOE
   c. Opposed DOE AND KOI
   d. Abstentions MIU

7. **Motion to re-open strike through associate in article 3, section 5**
   a. 2nd LAU
   b. All in favor: BDE, BKX, ZPO, ZDT, TKE, TDX, TRI-AT, LAU, LIU, OXO, KSE, UDE, SOE
   c. Opposed DOE AND KOI
   d. Abstentions MIU
8. Motion to re-open strike article 9, section 2b
   a. 2nd LIU
   b. All in favor: BDE, BKX, ZPO, ZDT, TKE, TDX, TRI-AT, LAU, LIU, OXO, KSE, UDE, SOE
   c. Opposed DOE AND KOI
   d. Abstentions MIU

9. Motion to re-open strike article 9, section 4a
   a. 2nd TRI-AT
   b. All in favor: BDE, BKX, ZPO, ZDT, TKE, TDX, TRI-AT, LAU, LIU, OXO, KSE, UDE, SOE
   c. Opposed DOE AND KOI
   d. Abstentions MIU

ALL MOTIONS PASSED NO ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP

GPA MINIMUM: 2.25

COMMUNITY SERVICE MINIMUM STILL IN AFFECT

New Business: None

Open Discussion: None

Announcements:

- TKE-END: April 17th-20th tabling after break
- UDE: UDEFEST is May 9th, email spencer if you want to do an event; if you don’t have an event, donations will be greatly appreciated
- BKX: look out for ducky derby and penny wars
- TDX: Softball Tournament on May 10th-11th get a team and sign up in Farrell
- BDE: Spelling BEE April 23rd, tabling when we get back from break from 12-3pm in Farrell
- DOE AND SOE: Family Feud on April 17th
- LAU: Thank you all for the support, we appreciate it

Close Meeting @ 7:48pm BKX